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WOOD

ASHWOOD
Ashwood reflects a mild tone wood pattern with detailed graining. The linear 

grains and dark inserts provide depth and tone to perfectly capture the 
natural beauty and warmth offered by wood materials. Get the benefit of a 

wood look without the environmental impact or maintenance.

The UniCote LUX wood range is inspired by the warm and unique design 
patterns offered by wood. Natural materials capture the best parts of our 
external environment and bring them to life in bespoke construction pieces. 



CORTEN

CORTEN RED
Corten Red depicts the appearance of naturally rusted steel, without the risk 
of runoff and stains. The rich and rugged red rust design offers a great depth 

of texture and architectural flexibility for a modern, aesthetically pleasing, 
industrial look. 

The UniCote LUX corten range is inspired by one of the oldest metals in 
human history, copper. The natural material enhances the distribution 
of light to expose cortens exquisite colour and lustre. 



WEATHERED IRON
The UniCote | LUX Corten Red pattern is inspired by 

the best that wood materials have to offer. The natural 
grains and deep textures compliment design concepts 

that look to incorporate the beauty of the outdoors. 

WEATHERED IRON
Weathered Iron showcases the early onset of rusted steel. The contrasting 

colours of rust and steel offer a great depth of texture and design flexibility for a 
modern industrial look. 



METAL STONE
Metal Stone captures the raw beauty of aggregates and the inert granular 

materials to create a rugged concrete finish. As a trending design material, Metal 
Stone brings an element of surprise and wonder. The concrete tone has become 

a highlight in modern architecture and building design, taking a bold material 
and incorporating it into breath taking minimalistic designs.  

STONE
The UniCote LUX stone range is inspired by the raw beauty of natures 
aggregates and mineral materials. Seamlessly incorporate the external 
environment, building exterior and interior in your designs.   



ZINC

ZINC GRAPHITE
Zinc Graphite resembles a naturally aged patina that offers a darker zinc finish. 
The hairline grains capture and reflect light in a way that enhances the overall 

aesthetics of the structure. 

The UniCote LUX zinc range has been designed as a substitute of zinc-
titanium. While the zinc range maintains the luxuriousness of zinc-titanium, 
it offers added strength to avoid expansion, whitening and flatness.  



SILVER QUARTZ
Silver Quartz depicts a natural zinc finish in its purest form, allowing you to 

maintain a clean sharp look which isn’t at risk of a patina effect.  With a balanced 
finish, Silver Quartz blends well with other materials whilst also able to be an 

architectural center piece. 



IMPRINTING

SPECTRUM
Texture plays a dual role in architecture and building design, it expresses 

qualities of the material and gives a particular quality on light to create visually 
captivating elements. Spectrum is an abstract pattern with complimenting 

colour tones and varying lines that reflect light and create deep design 
dimensions.  

The UniCote LUX imprinting range is manufactured in a way that gives 
surfaces an intaglio effect along the sculptured pattern design to reflect 
light at various angles.  



SAFFIANO
Saffiano is an abstract pattern that incorporates diagonal lines to create a 3d 

textured effect. Saffiano is pleasing on the eye and touch, with a balanced 
modern tone which compliments bold design materials.  

PENTAGON
With a play on texture, lines and geometry, Pentagon is an eye-catching design. 

Maximise architecture and design outcomes with a pattern that includes 
contrasting shapes which reflect light and create unique effects based on the 

viewing angle. 
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